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EDITORIAL
One very satisfying thing about editing and contributing to this magazine is
that new stories come out of “thin air”, albeit with a lot of hard work. Who would
have thought that we could produce a sixteen page article as a result of putting
in a photograph of a Titan being loaded onto a ship at Liverpool? The Australian
TD1s have always been a bit of a mystery, and to some extent still are, but our
TD1 expert (fanatic?), Michael Plunkett, jumped at the opportunity to investigate
the matter further, aided and abetted by yours truly. Together we’ve unearthed new
photographs and facts, helped by information from others who are mentioned in the
article.
I am sure that there is more information about them still to be found in
Australia. About 10 years ago, possibly more, Ken Magor produced a CD with
literally thousands of Australian bus photos, all scanned at a rather low resolution
compared to today’s standards, and these were made available in England. Does any
reader know if he still has access to these photos, or what happened to them? There
are more photos of those TD1s listed and it would be good to obtain high resolution
scans of these.
You will be aware that the Leyland Society has been helping the British
Commercial Vehicle Museum with the major project of getting a large part of their
Leyland glass negatives scanned. This is a massive task and the first thirty years of
Leyland’s production have now been dealt with. This enables the BCVM to fulfil its
charitable objectives by making photographs available through their website and it
helps the Leyland Society by making a wider range of subjects available for use in
Leyland Torque and the Journal, to widen their availability and to promote research
and discussion relating to Leyland products, factories and employees. You will see
a larger number of BCVM illustrations in this issue, due to the fact that we have
a higher proportion of material in this issue relating to earlier periods. I would
therefore welcome more input from members covering the later
period and also lorries, so please make contact – what would
you like to see in Torque and what are you prepared to send for
Editor
publication?
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS FOR 2015/16
Your membership renewal form is enclosed with this issue of Torque and
we are pleased to say that the subscription remains yet again at the same level as
last year. It will, as usual, include four issues of Leyland Torque, our quarterly
publication designed to bring you up to date with the latest news from the Society, to
include letters and queries relating to “all matters Leyland” and to encourage in-depth
research into the company, its products, people and factories. Your subscription also
includes our annual Leyland Journal magazine which is usually published at the end
of our membership year, in the Summer. In all, a continued really good deal for five
top quality publications!
If you wish to pay on-line by bank transfer (Faster Payment), you can
now do so. If paying in this way, there is no need to send a completed renewal form
to the Membership Secretary, although the new bank and account details are on the
form. They are repeated below as a reminder and we would ask that you use this
account for subscriptions only and not for purchases of goods (for which we use a
different bank account at Barclays). The NatWest bank details are:
Sort Code
- 54-41-02
Account number - 43507972
Account name - Leyland Society Ld
(This field may be limited to 18 digits, incl. spaces)
Reference
- J Bloggs. MK45 PD2
(This field may be limited to 18 digits, as in this example)
For the reference please include your postcode after your name, this is most important!
If the reference field is restricted in length, you may need to abbreviate your name/
leave out spaces and punctuation. Please ensure that we will be able to understand
who the payment is from, otherwise you won’t receive your magazines!
Overseas Renewals using PayPal – Please note that the recently revised
arrangements with PayPal mean that future payments can only be paid into –
theleylandsocietyltd@gmail.com. All previous addresses have been deleted and
any funds issued to the obsolete addresses will be returned to the sender by PayPal
without the Society ever having any idea of their existence. At present this service
is only available to members living outside the UK.

GIFT AID
Please read this, most important – We need to update our Gift Aid forms
to take account of new wording which is recommended for Charities. It would be
very helpful if UK members would take time to complete the new form, included
with this issue of Torque, and post it to the Membership Secretary at the address
on the form. If by any chance you have not previously completed a Gift Aid form,
please do so now, assuming that you are a tax payer and therefore eligible.
The majority of our eligible UK members have already completed this but
there are still about 100 members who could Gift Aid their subscriptions, at no cost
to themselves, and this could substantially help the Society. Gift Aid is currently
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generating over £3,000 each year for Society funds for relatively little effort in terms
of administration. It helps to keep subscription levels down and enables us to do
some very useful things with the extra funds, all towards our charitable objectives.
The way it works is that if you pay a subscription or a donation of £27,
the Tax Office will treat this as being a gross donation of £33.75, with you the
taxpayer having deducted tax from that amount at the standard rate of 20%, i.e.
£6.75. Provided that you are a UK tax payer, and the vast majority of UK members
are, being a Registered Charity enables us to reclaim the £6.75 tax “deducted” as a
refund from the Tax Office. Please complete the Gift Aid form included with this
issue, and send it to John Howie– Thank you.

2015 AGM
This year’s AGM is to be held on Sunday 15th November at 1.30pm at our
old venue, the Coventry Motor Museum, now refurbished, again. This has been
arranged in plenty of time so please put the date in your diary and check the location
– more details to follow in the next issue of Torque. It would be good to see some
additional new faces this year, as well as our regulars who appear virtually every
year; we very much appreciate your support. The talk/film show to follow the AGM
has yet to be arranged and, if you have any bright ideas/want to give us a talk/know
someone who does, please contact Mike Sutcliffe – thank you.

APPEAL FOR ASSISTANCE
We could do with some help each year to produce the annual Journal.
We have a handful of people who write informed articles and hopefully that will
continue. We also have the facility to photoshop the photographs to ensure that we
get the best quality reproductions, something that we pride ourselves for in achieving
the best quality possible. But, we need someone who can pull it all together – to
liaise with the authors to ensure timely production of the magazine. It will involve
proof reading, correcting any grammatical errors and ensuring that it is all produced
to a consistent format, also liaising with our lady who puts it into InDesign to do
the page-making/artwork. Currently your Torque editor does these tasks, as well
as writing articles and preparing the photographs, but this always clashes with the
production of Leyland Torque and causes long delays.
So, could someone please come forward to take on some of the responsibility
for producing the Journal? You will get a lot of help and support and should contact
Mike Sutcliffe (email and phone number in the front of Torque). Thank you.

- David Hayward
has just successfully taken his Leyland Eight to the
Montlhery race track in France, ninety years after
Parry Thomas took his Leyland-Thomas No.1 to
Montlhery for its opening ceremony. We hope to see
the car at a Leyland Gathering soon, either this year
or next (when it will be the “LEYLAND 120”).

STOP PRESS NEWS
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Leyland Trucks Supports Preston’s College
In a move to support a major education initiative and to stimulate career-interest
in the automotive industry, Leyland Trucks is lending considerable resources to
Preston’s College’s new £13 million STEM Centre (Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics) facility in Fulwood, Preston. In so doing, Leyland Trucks forms
a unique partnership with Lancashire Enterprise Partnership, Lancashire County
Council and the Chamber of Commerce.
By providing a ‘Real Work Environment’ (RWE), the Leyland-based truck
manufacturer aims to equip students with the essential skills to transition seamlessly
from education into the work-place. Leyland Trucks’ investment into the venture
includes donating engines and componentry, supplying technical expertise – both in
the lecture room and on-site courses at its factory – plus the invaluable experience of
‘real world’ employment scenarios.
Specifically, Leyland Trucks is sponsoring the Electrical & Electronics area,
a real focus for STEM learning, to recreate a working environment using company
procedures and values, health and safety protocols and departmental engineering
practices. Detailed projects are already being assigned to the STEM Centre; even
Leyland Trucks work-wear and personal protective equipment is being supplied to
enable students to experience the look and feel of a Leyland Trucks employee.
Further, Leyland Trucks has also offered to assist within other faculties at
Preston’s College, specifically by designing a tailored project to help media students
develop their new-business and project management skills. HR Director at Leyland
Trucks, Ivan Shearer,
believes that by investing
in Preston’s College now,
the Lancashire truck maker
stands to gain from longterm benefits, “Investing in
young people at the start of
their careers often means an
opportunity to harness the
very best talent in years to
come,” he said, “The STEM
Centre really does provide
With personalised registration V15 JKP is a new DAF CF a centre of excellence for
460 FTP6x2 with MX13, Euro 6, 460hp engine for John engineering skills in the
K Philips.
north west, and we want
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to fully engage with the
curriculum to support
learners and boost skills
in UK industry.
“The inception of the
STEM Centre,” said Chris
Wood,
Vice-Principal,
Excellence & Learning
at Preston’s College,
“will undoubtedly have a
significant impact on the
college, on our staff, our
employer partners such
as Leyland Trucks and, DGS Horse Transport operate this smaller DAF LF 280 FA
above all, our learners. 4x2 Rigid with PX7, Euro 6, 280hp engine.
The new facility will act
as a catalyst for change in the practice of equipping our learners with the skills and
attributes required by employers. The support provided by Leyland Trucks,” he said,
“is critical to ensuring that the STEM Centre provides the workforce of tomorrow
with a Real Work Environment in which they can develop their skills.” Leyland
Trucks joins a number of other local businesses in providing an RWE outlet for
Preston’s College.
Just as we prepare to finish this issue of Torque we have learned that our Hon President,
Ron Augustyn, has moved from his position as MD of Leyland Trucks to another Paccar
subsidiary, the Peterbilt plant at Denton, Texas. Bryan Sitko is the new Managing Director
as from April.

This DAF XF 460 FTP6x2 with MX13, Euro 6, for Barnett Transport at first glance appears
to have a Lancashire CC registration.
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Over the last few years Peter Davies has kindly selected a large number of
pictures covering subjects throughout the British Isles to the extent that he is now
finding it difficult to find enough to keep a balance of subjects. We still have some
of his pictures in stock but will now add others from our growing archive, including
also from the BCVM Trust. As usual, Malcolm Wilford has managed to identify
some of them by trawling through his extensive chassis records and we thank him
for that. Gary Dwyer has provided the captions to the photographs.

Kierby and Perry of Blackpool operated the two Leyland Comet ECOS2/2R “Mobile Cement
Mixers” as shown in this September 1957 photograph. Registered 982 CTB and 807 CTD,
with chassis 574486/73, line nos.584/77 and new in April 1957, they look in good condition
despite the arduous conditions of the business. The short wheelbase of these vehicles would
have made the ride uncomfortable under most conditions.
(BCVMT L056080)
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A dual function is being undertaken by this Leyland shop wagon. Operating on trade plates
101 TB and carrying fleet number 2, it has been pressed into service to tow this trolley bus
for London Transport whilst loaded with swarf from the machine shops.
(BCVMT L023361)

Charringtons Solid Fuel added additional “greedy boards” to the top of the body of this
early Leyland Constructor 30-25, registered EJN 439Y to increase the carrying capacity.
Note the “Scammell Constructor” badge fitted to the front intermediate panel.
(Peter Davies C15584)
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This 1975 Leyland Laird is unusual in that it has been fitted with a twin steer conversion
when it was photographed at Toddington Services in August 1979 operated by James
Jenkinson of Frizington in Cumbria. Twin steers were often specified by breweries.
(Peter Davies C09154)

Additional ventilation of the engine compartment was required to ensure the engine of this
1939 Leyland Beaver TC10A did not overheat when operating around the Buenos Aires
area. The large cast metal plate on the bonnet carries the lettering “El Camion Ingles
Leyland”.
(BCVMT L023367)
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A superb line up of ten Leyland Badgers (TSA3 7727, 7997-8004 are nine of them), belonging
to the brewery company Strong and Co. of Romsey which were photographed when loading
in June 1936. The nine carry sequential registration numbers AOR 564-572.
(BCVMT L017956)

A. Naylor took delivery of this Leyland Octopus 24O/9R in August 1963. It had chassis no.
611992, line no. 13 and was registered 625 FEA. The date of the photograph is not known
but the Octopus looks to have been well looked after by its operator.
(Peter Davies C01963)
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241. Gibson, Moffat PD2/1, MTA 747
Ron Thomas has sent a copy of a letter dated 10th August 1950 from the

General Manager of Devon General to BET HQ requesting the loan of a PD2 for a
month’s evaluation. Given the short time scale it would appear that it was probably
easiest for them to register it, in Devon, on 1st September.

242. Danish State Railways, PD2/3
John Shearman photographed this vehicle in the “Aalholm Automobil
Museum” in July 1981. It definitely had a DAB radiator badge, a lower deck interior
rear sliding door
(similar to those
fitted to early TD1s),
as can be seen in
these photographs
and
lower-deck
emergency
exit
(by winding-down
the window in the
first bay of the side
behind the engine).
This was 34 years
ago! – it was clearly
vandalised
then,
but does it still
exist? Note that the
correct registration
was KB.78.431. It
was no.304 in the
DSB fleet, being
the third of four
double-deckers (the
other three were a
Daimler/Roe
and
two Guy/NCME),
all four doubledeckers working on
route 121. It went
Above - The radiator badge and interior lower deck showing sliding to the Museum in
1972, 43 years ago!
door to platform
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This photograph of a Danish Tiger PS1 of Copenhagen Municipal Railways, taken in
December 1947, clearly shows the DAB modifications to the standard Leyland front, as with
the Danish State Railways PD2/3.
(BCVMT 034066)

245. Miller, Preston, CK 3900
Mike Sutcliffe comments – The timber lorry, CK 3900, owned by Miller,
Preston, is interesting in that it started life in September 1927 as a model QH type,
6 tonner, with low-geared bevel axle ratio of 7.86:1, probably on solids. The most
likely fit is chassis no.16058, which was the shorter wheelbase model QH6, supplied
by LML to Miller in June 1927. As it clearly does not have a Leyland cab, this
probably explains the delay before being registered. The lorry has been rebuilt to a
six-wheeler at some time and the wheelbase has been lengthened at the same time,
probably to the standard length of a QH2 (15ft 9 3/8in) and fitted with a trailing axle.
It was probably then ready to carry 10 tons with relative ease.
If anyone has access to the excellent Preston registration records at the
Lancashire Records Office, it would be possible to confirm this and maybe to add a
little more.
247. Lancashire United, Titan TD7s Photo
Malcolm Keeley notes the large number of opening windows on LUT 249
suggests it was built ‘for export’. He suggests that destination panels (and possibly
other variable elements) may have been used ‘randomly’ as vehicles were completed which presents a problem in determining designated operator, if any. The unusual rear emergency window of the ‘possible LUT 248’ shows that there was a de-
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sign change with
these last Leyland
bodied TD7s, virtually to what was
later to become
the standard for
PD1s and PD2s
after WW2, even
down to the “S”
shaped rainwater
guttering above
the windows.
The emergency door
is similar to the postwar body
(BCVM L025347a)

248. Titan PD2 Prototype, CVA 430
More information on this vehicle continues to emerge. John
Shearman has provided this, poor
quality but very rare, photograph of
it in service with Devon General in
the Strand, Torquay. It was, almost
certainly, taken during the summer
of 1947 before going to Belfast.
The only other known photograph
of this bus in service was with Halifax (in Alan Townsin’s “Best of British
Buses No.9”). It does not appear to
have had any subsequent use and the
chassis was probably dismantled,
however, given the shortage of materials in the late 1940s, he queries
whether the Alexander (to Leyland
On demonstration to Devon General in Torquay, design) body was reused by Leyland
during summer 1947.
(M Clarke) – surely it was?

249. West Wales, Leyland Leopard, 600 ABX
Ken Jubb supplied a photograph of this Leopard, correctly showing the
operator was West Wales of Tycroes (chassis 620386), not Western Welsh as stated
in Torque No.67. Tony Hall, Peter Relf and John Bennett have provided additional
detail and raised further questions. The Willowbrook body was similar to the
‘standard’ 30ft examples supplied to BET companies but it had an extra window bay,
indicating it might have been modified from a 30ft design. Was it unique and does
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(Ken Jubb)

anyone know its width? The question remains as to whether this vehicle was ordered
by West Wales or was it built for some other purpose? A possibility is that it was
built ‘on spec’ so that Leyland and/or Willowbrook would have an ‘early example’
as soon as the new legal limit was introduced.

250. Leyland Landtrain
Michael
Crookes
would
like to obtain photographs and other
information relating to Leyland
Landtrains to assist with his model
making. This photograph, of vehicles
destined for the Falklands, is the only
one he has been able to find – can
anybody help please?

251. Burton Tailoring, Leyland
Comet, NUM 260
Peter Courtney found this
very low resolution photograph on a
nostalgia forum website. Can anyone
advise as to who built the bodywork
and provide details of other interesting
and unusual Leylands used by this
Company? (There must surely be a story
here? – Ed.)
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252. North Western, Titan PD2/10, EDB 325
Tony Hall has spotted similarities between
North Western EDB 325 (as originally delivered)
and King Alfred’s three Titan PD2/10s. Captions
in several books about the fleet indicate that the
vehicle was a cancelled order ‘from an independent’
or even a Leyland built for stock. Surely a stock
bus would have had standard Leyland indicators?
Unlike other NWRCC examples it had a ‘brown and King Alfred LAA 822 of 1953,
cream interior’. Is this an indicator as to its intended photographed on delivery at
purchaser?
Stone, Staffs.
(JA Sincock)

EDB 235 now with a rebuilt indicator.
(Leyland Society Archive)

EDB 235, Dismantling the front
indicator
(TPC)

253. Field Artillery Tractors
Richard Peskett recently acquired an album which included these three
photographs taken of Leyland 60hp engined Field Artillery Tractors at RAF
Dhibban, Iraq in
1937.
Apparently
the RAF purchased
two of these in about
1923 from the Royal
Ordnance Factory, the
Army also had 18 of
them. The RAF two
were adapted to carry
turrets from Rolls
Royce armoured cars
as shown herewith.
The Leyland truck is
a standard RAF Type
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with S5 36hp engine, converted to pneumatics (what small rear brake drums!) and
by the look of the bent starting handle and the nearside front tyre, it’s been in a
“spot of bother”!

254. Bouts Bros. Leylands
Prompted by the photograph on the back cover of Society Journal No.16,
Malcolm Wilford has supplied this list of Leylands purchased by Bouts Bros between

1929 and 1931:
Model

Chassis no.

Date

Unknown Type

TSOT1

Chassis no.

Date

TSW1
65592
2/30
TSW1
65605
5/30
Buffalo
TSW1
65716
3/30
TQ1
66049
6/30
TSW1
66089
5/30
TQ1
66303
8/30
TSW1
66282
9/30
TQ1
66438
9/30
TSW1
66765
4/31
TSW1
67407
6/31
So, what was the “unknown type”? - Clearly “T” range, “S”ide Type, but “OT”
(Oswald Tillotson ?). Bouts Bros had an interesting fleet and also operated Tiger
coaches and a solitary Sunbeam Pathan; they were bought by Oswald Tillotson and
became Bouts-Tillotson which later became one of a complex of companies within
the Hanson Group. Can anybody please elaborate on this, including the association
with Oswald Tillotson,
a prolific Leyland Agent
and dealer operating from
Burnley from before WW1
up to about 1931 when he
was “poached” by AEC.
There is a really interesting
story to be told here –
can anybody help with
information or research on
this subject?
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The “Tailpiece” in Torque No.66 pictured an unidentified Titan suspended
over the River Mersey, en route to Australia. Attempts to reveal its identity and
intended operator have led to much research, scrutiny of the Leyland General
Manager’s Reports, appeals to Google and Wikipedia and even a little (inspired)
guesswork! Twelve Titan TD1s made the long journey “down under” between 1929
and 1931 and these notes provide what details have now come to light.
Surging Home sales of the Titan suggested possible further markets overseas,
initially within the Commonwealth and indeed an early demonstrator had been
successful in South Africa in 1928. Following their success with Lionesses, an
enquiry had now been received from the largest private bus operator in Australia, the
Metropolitan Omnibus Transport Co, of Burwood, Sydney. They were now calling
for tenders for two double-deck buses, so Leyland prepared a standard 51 seat open
stair TD1, in Metropolitan maroon and cream livery, and sent it off aboard the S.S.
Woodara on 1st February 1929.
The Australian Motor Exhibition was to be held in May in Sydney, near
to Leyland’s Sydney depot, and the bus
In February 1929, the first Australian
TD1 was loaded onto “SS Woodara”. would be shown there before delivery to
Note the earlier style of body with side its new owner. In fact it arrived a day
lamps on the canopy waist band and the late but reportedly caused a great deal of
channel-sided radiator.
interest, especially with those involved in
(BCVMT L006325) local public transport.
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The bus had
chassis 70584 with an
early style body having
front canopy mounted
side lights and a channel-sided radiator. It
also provided only the
basic seven drop windows, as did all the
subsequent deliveries
(an alternative option
was for ten or twenty),
however, later photographs show horizontal sliding sashes Titan 70584 poses proudly on the Leyland stand in Sydney.
(BCVMT L006183)
replacing all fixed glazing – very necessary under the heat of the Australian sun and with the likelihood of
twenty seven chain-smoked ciggies alight on the upper deck!
The ship called at Adelaide to unload cargo, in the process of which some
minor damage was caused to the bus. Repairs were carried out by a local firm T.
Richards and Sons of Adelaide who then added their bodybuilders plate, so creating
speculation amongst bus historians to the present day that Richards may have
assembled the body – not so!

Two more titans were ordered by Metropolitan and this is probably one of them. It appears
to be in Metropolitan maroon and cream but the demonstrator may have also been painted
in those colours.
(BCVMT L006534)
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Here are two of the four Titans which were loaded at Liverpool docks (possibly on two
different dates?) in August 1929. The lighter coloured TD1with dark roof was 70325, for
South Sydney, Mascot, the darker one with white roof was either for Metropolitan or could
have been the demonstrator.
(BCVMT L006574 & L006632)

Well satisfied with the vehicle’s performance Metropolitan ordered a further
two Titans, (chassis 70778/79) which were shipped in August 1929 together with
two others, one of which was indeed the bus featured in ‘Tailpiece’, now identified
as destined for the South Sydney Bus Co. of Mascot, whose livery included a dark
coloured roof. It was on chassis 70325 and sported a “giant’s head” oval radiator
badge and window posters extolling Australian produce as well as the usual stickers
proclaiming Leyland Manufacture. All four buses would have probably carried the
oval “giant’s head” radiator badge.
A posed publicity photograph of the bus, retaining the posters but now
signwritten “Brighton-le-Sands, Mascot, Railway” and with route number stencil
237, was received at Leyland, Lancs, in January 1930. The photo was captioned
“First Titan in Australia”. This claim possibly referred to its being the first to
receive an approved route to operate (although the GM’s Reports suggest the earlier
Metropolitan bus was already in
service), the New South Wales
local government were slow
to licence private operators
fearing competition with the City
Tramways. South Sydney Bus
Co. was owned by Messrs. Stalker
and Langford and had origins with
White Transit Co. of Willoughby.
One of the Titans had been
off-loaded at Melbourne prior to
reaching Sydney, to show to the
The posed picture of the first South Sydney Titan, Tramways Board and for publicity
purposes, afterwards being driven
70325, with its stickers still in the windows.
(BCVMT L007297)
the 600 miles over three days to
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Leyland’s Melbourne Depot, with a display of Leylands, including a Leyland-Carrimore
artic, for the “British Trade Exhibition” in the previous year.
(BCVMT L005110)

Sydney. This was intended to have been the demonstrator but the wrong bus was
taken off the ship! In the meantime, Sydney Depot had been trying to sell a Lioness
Six to an operator of White (American make) buses in Sydney, but the owner wanted
a Titan and was prepared to pay the full list price, despite the White company offering
an incentive of £500 to stick with White! This would presumably be the fourth Titan
in the August shipment, with chassis 70798, recorded as later purchased by Pope and
Mason of Double Bay (Rose Bay).
When the ship arrived at Sydney, two Titan buses for Mr Stewart ( Metropolitan
Omnibus Transport Co.) were taken out of the ship on Saturday morning, 28th September, a full eight weeks after leaving the Leyland factory (recorded as 70778/79).
There was practically no sign of any dents or scratching or other damage. The Australian Manager, Albert E Plant, (manager for eight years to Jan 1932, when he was succeeded by JS McCarthy) reported that the buses were taken for a test run on the Sunday and delivered on the Monday in order to get them invoiced in Leyland’s financial
year which ended
on 30th! (Something
doesn’t stack up here!
Were the chassis numbers switched? Was
the
demonstrator
already in Metropolitan livery? Did the
“Melbourne demonstration Titan” go to
Metropolitan or Pope
& Mason? Leyland’s
records are rather The Titan, now off-loaded at Melbourne and used for demonstration,
confusing! – Ed.)
about to start on its 600 mile journey to Sydney. (BCVMT L007469)
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At the end of October 1929 TD1 Titan, 70744, left Leyland and two weeks
later two further TD1s left (chassis 70823/4), all three to the order of F.K.Bardsley’s
Delux Blue Service of Cronulla, but 70824 was immediately sold on arrival
to White Transit of Willoughby. In 1931 Bardsley took over the Cronulla to
Sutherland service of the withdrawn steam tramway but, ironically the operation
was subsequently lost when a new rail link was opened in December 1939, the
buses initially being taken over by the Department of Railways and then passed to
the Department of Road Transport and Tramways (DRTT) – as indeed had all the
other privately operated Titans some six years before following introduction of the
new Transport Bill.
At the end of December 1929, three more Titans were shipped, (chassis
71175/76/77) – the first for Bardsley to replace the one sold to White Transit, the
other two eventually to South Sydney Bus Co, though one had been originally
intended for the Comfort Coach Co. These Titans would not have arrived until
late February, prior to which Sydney Depot already had three Titans still in stock
awaiting licences that were held up by the Traffic Department due to pressure from
the Tramway Department. The concern was that the double-deckers were taking
too much revenue away from the trams and Albert Plant was forced to go to see the
Minister for Local Government about the matter.

Two of Bardsley’s attractive pale blue and cream Titans. On the right is either 70744 or
70823, with round autovac and opening window let into the bulkhead and left, 71175 from
the last batch, with square autovac and later style of Leyland Titan badge with Coat of Arms
above.
(Mike Sutcliffe collection)
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The interior of Leyland’s
then new Sydney Depot
around May 1930. The
three packing crates on
the right contain newly
delivered TC3 Beavers
(chassis 65698/700/800) all
despatched from Leyland
in February 1930. Second
hand traded in lorries fill
the centre whereas two
of the last batch of TD1s
(71175-77) await some
fittings,
painting
and
delivery.
Note the later
radiator badges and square
autovacs.
(BCVMT L008325)

Bardsley’s fleet of Leylands, led by their latest Titan, 71175,
followed by 70744 and 70823 (note the large front upper deck
opening windows of the third bus) and lastly the Leyland bodied
Tiger TS1.
(Mike Sutcliffe collection)
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By the 27th March
1930, when Plant sent
his monthly letter/
report to the Managing
Director (AA Liardet)
at Leyland, there were
five Titans in the Sydney
workshops,
ready
for delivery, but they
could not deliver them
to the buyers because
the Government had
not sanctioned them to
operate. The Transport
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Bill had by then passed
its second reading
and was now in the
Committee stage (at the
same time, petrol tax was
being increased from 4d
to 6½d per gallon for
imported petrol!). One
of the Titans was still
being reported as “in
stock, unsold”.
In early April some of the
South Sydney Bus Co bought two of the last batch of three Titans had been passed
Leyland bodied TD1s. This bus received large front upper deck but no licenses issued
opening windows similar to one of the Bardsley vehicles.
and the fifth bus, still
(Ken Magor collection) unsold, was to become
a demonstrator, held at the disposal of the New South Wales Government should
they require it for their Tramway System. Two more months passed, by which time
the three latest Titans remained – the demonstrator, one for Bardsley where he was
not in a position to take delivery, and one for the Comfort Coach Co. The latter had
been offered a route which was not acceptable, but Albert Plant managed to obtain
its release from the contract and sold it, unpainted, to the South Sydney Bus Co at a
handsome price!
The demonstrator Titan remained in stock, unsold until at least October 1930
after which there are no further references to the Titan. However, it was eventually
sold to South Sydney Bus
Co to join its sister bus.
Leyland GM’s Monthly
Reports continue to
include extracts from
letters sent to HQ by the
Australian
Manager.
Throughout the period
1929-1931
there
is
emphasis on the dire
economic situation with
prolonged strikes and
labour
disputes,
a
worsening financial crisis
Ex-Metropolitan chassis 70778 became DRTT No.2, m/o 1002, and general trade slump,
seen here after being fitted with the earlier type of radiator
added to which a
from the first Titan in Australia, 70584. The windows have
been rebuilt to provide proper ventilation and the headlamps forthcoming Transport
have been replaced with larger units. (Ken Magor collection) Bill would likely curtail
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all private bus operation.
These conditions were
blamed for the considerable
delays in Government
approval and licensing of
private bus services. The
following extracts from
the G.M’s Reports made
the point:July to Oct. 1930 A tantalising picture of the three Metropolitan Titans,
“One Titan in-stock unsold” unfortunately a poor reproduction of the photograph, where
it is not possible to read the licence numbers. The first bus
March 1931 “One (70584) is on the right with its side lights at canopy height.
bus owner would order
(Ken Magor collection)
three more Titans if not affected by new Transport Bill”
November 1931 “As a result of Transport Act all buses in Sydney stopped;
owners could not pay new taxation”.
Efforts to revive the Australian economy then led to imposition of heavy
import duties, so that all buses delivered henceforth would be chassis only, to receive
locally built bodies.
The twelfth and final TD1 was therefore shipped in the latter half of 1931
as chassis 72217 (for an unknown operator) later to be bodied by the firm of Syd
Wood to Leyland’s latest 51 seat, enclosed stair “lowbridge” design. This and eight
of the other TD1s were acquired by the NSW Government Department of Road
Transport & Tramways (DRTT) in December 1933, with two of the three Bardsley
Titans following later. They were all sold off between 1940 and 1949 mainly to
private bus owners.
John Burton (PSV Circle) has added – Titan chassis 72217 is not listed in
the TD1 sales record extracts and was possibly one of six TD1/Leyland L27/24R
buses ordered by Carlisle Corporation in 5/31 but cancelled 6/8/31 as they did not
have powers to operate buses! The unanswered question is – was this one of the
cancelled Carlisle order? The Carlisle chassis are believed to have been 72214-9,
of which 72214/8 (chassis only) were delivered to other customers within two weeks
of order and 72215/6/9 (complete) delivered within one month, all of these have far
shorter delivery windows than new builds. If this speculation is true, why did it take
72217 two years to reach service in Australia?
Licence plates carried “fore and aft” on motor omnibuses (m/o numbers)
within the Sydney Metropolitan Area were issued not to individual vehicles but to
the Operator. Thus the plate might be transferred to another bus in that fleet or
forfeited if a vehicle was sold and not replaced. A bus acquired second-hand was
obliged to be re-registered, either with a new plate or one already “owned” by the
new owner. It has proved extremely difficult to assign m/o numbers to the twelve
Titans and there have been conflicting versions, but it is hoped that those given in the
accompanying table are correct.
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The Sydney Harbour Bridge was built by Dorman Long and Co Ltd, of Middlesbrough, well known as the contractors who built the similar Tyne Bridge of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. It was opened in 1932 and
the bridge’s design was influenced by the Hell Gate Bridge in New York City. It is the sixth longest spanning-arch bridge in the world and the tallest steel arch bridge, measuring 440ft from top to water level.
It was also the world’s widest long-span bridge, at 160 ft wide. The opening ceremony was graced by m/o 553 (chassis 70778), one of the two TD1 Titans delivered to the Metropolitan Omnibus Transport
Co, Burwood, in 1929. The picture quality is not up to our usual standard for the centre spread but the content is ideal to complement this study of Australian Titans.
(Hall & Co.)
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In conclusion and to
relieve the statistics, a
few snippets may be of
interest: In 1932 the three
Metropolitan Titans led a
convoy transporting over
two hundred volunteers
to fight bush fires some
five hundred miles inland
from Sydney. They gave
(BCVMT L011019/20) ‘no trouble’ over a total

The three EFE models are very attractive – do they carry the correct licence numbers?
(Mike Sutcliffe)
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of 950 miles rough terrain and averaged 7 mpg. (Raised eyebrows in some British
fleet engineers’ offices?).
Mr Bardsley’s TD1s bounced when lightly loaded – “Changed 38 x 8 tyres to
34 x 7s – and all was cured!”
Engines overheating – punched louvres in the bonnet tops.
Finally, a personal recollection from an Australian visitor who as a boy had
ridden a Titan in which the lower saloon bulkhead was cut away giving direct access
to the driver’s cab …. “The heat, the smell, the thrill; as the gears sang along the road
to Bondi Beach!”
LEYLAND TITAN TD1s SHIPPED TO AUSTRALIA
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It has been really difficult to try and sort out these 12 Titans. The Leyland GM’s Reports
have provided a lot of interesting information but confuse delivery dates and sequences month
by month – it is hard to identify the different vehicles, partly because there is no way of knowing
how long each voyage lasted and where the boats may have called (possibly a minimum of
about five to six weeks – say 12000 miles at about 15 knots must take about 700 hours, 24hrs/
day = 28 days, + stops along the way, Suez canal, Bombay? Western Australia, Melbourne,
unloading time etc, then to Sydney). But, at least we have found the clue to the 84 year mystery
of T. Richards body plate on the first Titan – the only damage was to the windscreen and a dent
in the rear panel! We would like to thank John Burton of PSV Circle for providing additional
information, also to Peter Tulloch and Paul Lacey for their assistance.
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(These photos and dates of production have helped to identify some of the Australian TD1s)

1

2
Fig.1 In March 1927 the prototype shows its Tiger
origins, a shapely chrome plated shell with provision
for an oval badge in German Silver, with the words
“Leyland Titan” engraved and then filled with black
enamel. A honeycomb hides the gilled tubes behind.

3

Fig.2
July 1927, now registered TD 9522, the
prototype suffered from overheating (as did the
Tiger). A new and bigger radiator, based on the SG7
and SQ2 but with new side standards and shallow
bottom tank, now sits uncomfortably at the front.
Fig.3 The first standard TD1 radiator, slightly more
“chunky” looking with a deeper cast aluminium top
tank and reverting to the planned oval badge for
the new “T” range. It proudly carries the Coat of
Arms with enamelling on its stamped German Silver
background.

4
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Fig.4 From September 1928, a LEYLAND badge
was now on the top tank (fixed with machine screws
on lugs outside the main badge) with Coat of Arms
now at the bottom centre and a
new script aluminium “Leyland
Titan” badge fastened to the top
right of the gilled tubes.
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Above – The original drawing (Nov/28).
Imagine seeing this in the rear-view
mirror of your Austin Seven as the Titan
tries to overtake!
Fig.5 Surely the most handsome of
them all – the oval picture badge now
takes pride of place, with honeycomb
neatly covering the gilled tubes, from
June 1929 to November 1929 (though
some TD1s had the oval picture badge
up to March 1930).

5

Fig.6 The picture badge sadly gave way
to the “LEYLAND” badge when a new
“Leyland Titan” badge was introduced
in December 1929, with a slightly
smaller Coat of Arms now affixed to its
top. The script part of the badge was in
solid German Silver. This radiator was
also used on TD2s.
Fig.7 Later TD2s had a similar radiator
though the bottom tank was slightly
deeper and carried a simple rectangular
painted aluminium “Titan” badge on
the right hand side. (Note the TD2 had
different dumb-irons)

6

Below – The final enamelled picture
badge (Jan/29), a rather powerful but
knowledgeable fatherly figure! (Photos –
BCVMT and Mike Sutcliffe collection)

7
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Thanks to John Bennett, Colin Brazier, Colin Bull, Maurice Doggett, Mike Fenton, Peter
Greaves, Tony Hall, Peter Newman, Richard Peskett, Michael Plunkett, Paul Statham,
Mike Sutcliffe, Ron Thomas and Malcolm Wilford.

Bere Regis & District, Leyland Tiger PS1, DBA 451 (Torque Nos.64-67)
Further to his comments in Torque 67, Peter Greaves agrees that the body in
the picture is not by Santus but thinks it is likely that it had a Santus body when new,
since it has been recorded with Santus body No.314. Bere Regis & District often
bought ex-NWTA coaches and frequently swapped bodies, so there is a chance that
a northern coachbuilder built the later body. The cab area has some similar features
to Beccols, but the rear wing valance is similar to Burlingham.
Victoria Coaches, Leyland TD7, EO 7804 (Torque Nos.66 & 67)
Tony Hall has found some interesting information in Ken Blacker’s STL book
about the three STLs mentioned under this heading in Torque No.67. Apparently these
chassis were fitted with new 17’ 6’’ wheelbase side members before being rebodied as
coaches. This gave rise to a major row since Mr Parson had signed an indemnity form
restricting their use but thought that it was only a formality. However, this does suggest
the possibility that the Titans might also have been lengthened before rebodying.
Against this, comparing photographs of rebodied TD7 EO 7804 with one of the STLs,
the side pillar spacings definitely suggest that the STL was longer than the TD7.
Leyland Lion LT5, HL 5813 (Torque No.67)
There were nine responses for this one, fortunately almost all almost agreeing
on the details! It was new in 7/33 to J.Bullock and Sons (B&S), Featherston with a
Burlingham B32F (one says “C32F”) body, later changed to B29F, as fleet no.157,
chassis no.3215. It was rebodied by Barnaby, (B29F, 1 vote; B35F, 4 votes; 4
abstentions!) in 10/46. B&S was bought by West Riding in 9/50, HL 5813 keeping
the same fleet number. The PSV Circle West Riding Fleet History shows it as going
to Bond, showman, Bury St Edmunds 3/54 and then to Harvey, showman, Norwich
3/56 to 6/59.
Colin Brazier tells us that the National Fairground Archives website has a photo of
it together with a flat-bed four wheel trailer with the same registration number visible,
suggesting that it was towed by the bus. Harvey had a “chairopone” which appears to
be a sort of portable version of Sir Hiram Maxim’s flying machine as still operating at
Blackpool Pleasure Beach. Apparently they were quite popular at fairgrounds before
WW2. Looking at the size of the thing he doubts it would all fit on the trailer, even
folded up. That would explain the storage boxes on the roof in the photo.
Richard Peskett points out that the construction on the roof was known as
“greedy boards” and this also applies to the vertical side extensions often seen on
early tipper lorry bodies, also on the roof of “lifts” (early herringbone containers).
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Unknown Leyland Cheetah LZ2 (Torque Nos.66 & 67)
Maurice Doggett and
Peter Greaves concur
that this originated with
Ribble. The relevant
small
differences
between the ECOC
and
ECW
bodies
supplied in 1936 and
1938 can be seen in the
three
accompanying
photographs: the ECOC
version (RN 7877, top)
has a more nearly
vertical sliding window
division in the driver’s
cab, the 1936 (RN
7971, centre) and 1938
(RN8198, bottom) ECW
bodies, differ mainly
in the position of the
door handle. This leads
to the conclusion that
the vehicle seen in the
original photograph was
one of the 1936 ECW
batch.
According to
the excellent recently
published PSV Circle
fleet history, PC29, only
RN 7970, fleet no.1671,
of this batch ended up
with a showman, passing
via Eagle, Bedford 4/50,
Palmer, Clacton 2/53,
showman, Ely 9/53
and then to another
unidentified showman
at Gt.Yarmouth by 4/57.
This has to be the vehicle
seen in the original
photograph – a good bit
(All three, ECW from Maurice Doggett of detective work !.
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Davies, Stoke, Leyland Tiger, OEH 700 (Torque No.67)
OEH 700 was a Tiger
PS2/3 500265 bodied by
Hassel DP35F new 9/50
and the only passenger
body built by this Longton
business. Mike Fenton
says that contrary to
popular belief it was not
built in a back garden! On
p33 is an offside photo
showing a different view
OS – RM – Aviation Photos) of the strange cab-side
attachment, which no-one
has been able to explain.
After Davies was taken
over by PMT in 1954
it became fleet no.S495
and was rebuilt with a
full width canopy and
destination box to take a
standard PMT destination
blind, looking then much
more presentable, as can
be seen in the photograph
(OS – Peter Yeomans)
In 1955 it was
rebodied with a Northern Counties H30/26 RD body, second-hand from PMT
Leyland TD4 no.H66 (CVT 6). This was also a re-body as CVT 6 originally had a
Brush L30/26R body. OEH 700 was then renumbered as H495, but we haven’t yet
found a photo of it with this body – can anybody help here?
Because of similar points in the design, John Bennett believes that Hassell
might have been influenced by Metalcraft, and in particular by the possibly-unique
Willowbrook design of HEH 249 seen here.
Leyland Tiger PS2, unregistered (Torque No.67)
This was also a Tiger PS2/3 500012, line no.524, with Duple Ambassador (53867)
FC21C body, new in 4/50. It went to Wallace Arnold, Leeds 1/51 registered NUG 1 after
a promotional tour to the USA and being exhibited in New York in 1950. After a
short time it was up-seated to 33, then in 1/54 the chassis was lengthened to 30ft and
a new Plaxton FC37F body fitted, the Duple FC-C body passing to Wallace Arnold
PS1 KUG 667 of 1947 in 10/53.
John Bennett points out that the body was Duple style FS35 and was a sign of
the future as many features of later Duple bodies can be identified. The later FS39
was for 30’ long and 8’ wide chassis, but was of very similar external appearance.
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(OS - Roy Marshall)

Peter Newman tells us that Burch Coaches, London had a similarly bodied PS1
registered TMM 630, which later passed to Pipe & Sons, t/a Sheridan Coaches, Ilford.
Leyland Tiger, MUR 500 (Torque No.67)
There were just responses from Colin Bull and Peter Greaves for this one,
with agreement that it was a Tiger TS4, chassis no.595, but differing about whether
it had a Brush C28F or C28C body and was registered either RX 9709 or RX 9769.
It was new to Thames Valley, as fleet no.255 in 5/32. In 1951 it passed via Street
Motors (dealer) to Hillside, Markyate and was rebuilt to FC33F. Presumably it was
then that it was re-registered as MUR 500. It moved again in 4/54 to Tate, also of
Markyate.
The mystery of how it ended up looking so unusual remains. Colin thinks
that it was not based on the original Brush body whilst Peter believes that it was
probably a rebuild rather than a new body. Clearly we need some more information
on this one.

NEW ITEMS
Spanish Leyland, BI 16655
The “SP” on the plate on the front is not an international vehicle country code,
either current or obsolete (although, without thinking, it does look as if it stands
for Spain) but it actually stands for “Servicia Publica” which indicates a Spanish
commercial vehicle. Isn’t that interesting, we live and learn? Bilbao is a city in
the Basque region of Spain but I can’t find a place, as such, called Vitoria nearby
although it is the name of the local airport, a Carmelite monastery, a pharmacy and a
bathroom supply shop amongst other things.
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(BCVMT L054537)

There does not seem to be much headroom or ventilation on this bus (or
coach). The wheels certainly suggest that it is a Leyland but there is nothing to
confirm this. There is no sign of the operator’s name, so here is a real challenge.

Singleton, Leyland, Leyland Lion LT5A, TJ 5048
Recorded details of this bus are contradictory, so what is the correct story and,
in particular, who built the body? The photos were taken by the LML photographer
but apart from some Leyland features in the cab area the body does not look like a
Leyland product.

(BCVMT L014214)
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Morgan, Hereford, Leyland Tiger TS8, BDW 16
This one has certainly seen better days. The roof is very wrinkly (was part of
it originally canvas?) and its best feature is one of the front tyres! With what looks
like a “Utility” Bedford behind, the photograph must have been taken shortly after
the War when times were really hard.

(OS – Roy Marshall)

Leyland Tiger TS8, DDG 900
Now here’s a happier-looking TS8 but this time with nothing to identify its
owner. Harvey’s coach behind and “Cheltenham” visible through the cab window
should help to pin-down the location of the photograph. What is known about this
neatly styled body?

(OS – Roy Marshall)
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This, our fourth article on the Leyland Eight, focuses on an adventure relating to
one of the cars, possibly the most notorious of them all, apart of course from the World
Record breaking Leyland-Thomas No.1. The story related below is a transcription from
a report requested by Henry Spurrier and written by Mr Heane, a Leyland employee.
David Hayward was given a copy of the report and he has kindly made it available to us to
complement our stories covering the Leyland Eight.
Before going any further, both Roger Warwick and Mike Leatherdale have corrected
some details on page 37 of Torque No.67, five lines up from the bottom - Mrs Caroline
Sears lived at Collingtree Grange, not Collinghall Garage. Incidentally both of the Sears’
cars, RP 1966 and RP 2605, are shown in Motor Tax records as being supplied by Grose
Ltd and both are recorded with the same last owner, Mr Sanderson, Selsdon Park Hotel,
Sanderstead, Surrey. Was this co-incidence or clerical error?

The fourth Leyland Eight 40hp to appear was to an updated design with
many improvements and a more handsome radiator. It was registered TB 7627
in September 1921, a 4-seater tourer, painted yellow, and the car was used as a
Two extremes, the Leyland Eight demonstrator based at Leyland’s Ham Works,
It was the car that
demonstration car at Ham Works, Kingston on Thames.
with Henry Spurrier at the wheel and had been to Ireland and was involved in the
John Spurrier driving the Trojan.
ambush in which Michael Collins had died,
(Leyland Society collection) after which it was refurbished by Leyland
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Motors. It was later said to be sold to a Captain Morton who took it to South Africa,
had a gun and searchlight mounted on the car and used it for big game hunting at
Happy Valley in Kenya, then a current pastime for a number of wealthy people.
Prior to this, Captain Morton persuaded Leyland Motors to allow him to take the car
to Italy where he was convinced that he could demonstrate it to his wealthy contacts
and sell the vehicle.
As it turned out, this ended up merely as a touring holiday to Italy for Captain
Morton and a lady friend. He clearly had no real interest in the car, or its wellbeing,
and could only be described as a ‘Hooray Henry’ – as will be seen from the following
report to Henry Spurrier prepared by Mr Heane, a fitter working for Leyland Motors.
Mr Heane was sent by Spurrier to Italy to repair the Leyland Eight and report back;
fortunately most of his report was preserved (minus the front page) and it is set out
as follows.
The second page continues “...........tune up the demonstration chassis for
certain races to be held at Blackpool during the Carnival Week. The work done on
the occasion was confined to the engine as the rest of the car was known to be in
a sound condition. This consisted of tuning up, decarbonising, valves ground in,
inspection of bearings by removing the sump, which was cleaned out at the time, and
filling up all the units with clean oil.
On 4th September 1923, I was instructed by Mr Henry Spurrier Junior at
Leyland Motors Limited, that I was to go to Riva in Italy to attend to the demonstration
car belonging to Leyland Motors which had been loaned to Captain Morton. I was
informed that Captain Morton had telegraphed to the Company asking them to send
a mechanic to replace a broken gear wheel in the gearbox and I took another wheel
with me and other necessary tools and implements to do the job.
I arrived at Riva on the 7th September 1923 and met Captain Morton at the
Lido Palace Hotel together with a lady whom I addressed as Mrs Morton. The
demonstration Leyland “Eight” was at a Garage close by to which Captain Morton
took me and we looked over the car together. When I first looked over the car I
noticed it had been considerably damaged in front; the front axle had been in the
fire, one dumb iron was cracked, the ball of the front anti-rolling device on the front
axle had broken off. I also found the gearbox and back axle had been removed. I
asked Captain Morton what had happened to the car; Captain Morton replied he had
had a collision some days previous but he did not give me any particulars as to the
occurrence.
When I arrived I found an Italian mechanic working on the job but he did not
appear to understand the dismantling of the gearbox because he did not know how to
take out the constant mesh wheel which I had gone to replace.
I then pulled the gearbox to pieces in order to remove the constant mesh
wheel. I replaced the broken part by the new gear wheel which I had taken out. I
did no more that day.
The next day I returned to the job and continued work on the gearbox. I
mended the layshaft bearing strap which had broken away. The breakage of the
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layshaft bearing strap had
allowed the layshaft to be
forced apart from the main
shaft and by so doing had
allowed the teeth of the
constant mesh wheels to
over-ride and apparently
this caused one of the teeth
of the constant mesh gear
to break.
I also made a
thorough inspection of the
car and noted in addition to
The 40hp Leyland Eight car when new, bodybuilder the items which I noticed
unknown.
(BCVMT L001398) previously that the front
axle was held in position by strong wire and that both aluminium bonnet boards
were cracked. I pointed this out to Captain Morton and he again referred to the
accident which had occurred and informed me that a S.C.A.T car had run into the
Leyland “Eight” and caused the damage. He then showed me a snap photo of the
collision as the two cars had come to rest. Captain Morton seemed reluctant to go
into the details of the accident but stated that the sump had been pierced by the top
leaf of the front spring but he had had this repaired. He also told me the mudguard
had been damaged and repaired. I could not find the place in the sump which had
been damaged but I noted that new spring clips had been fitted on the front spring. I
called Captain Morton’s attention to the dumb iron being cracked as in my opinion
it was unsafe to travel at any speed with the car in that condition.
I also formed the opinion that there must have been damaged to the frame
as the cracking of the aluminium bonnet boards was a sign that the frame had been
forced out of alignment and, as a result, cracking the bonnet boards which were
bolted to the frame, but it was not possible for me to examine the frame at the time
beyond noting it was not ….. (text is missing here on the original letter)
Captain Morton drew my attention to the fact that the starter motor was
missing and said that he had had trouble with this and had left it at Milan for rewinding as it had been damaged. I asked him how it had become damaged and he
said he was not certain but thought it was due to some fault inside the gearbox. I
considered the best thing then to do was to remove the starter reduction gear as a
unit and examine it; this I did and whilst stripping it found that a ball race supporting
one end of the shaft which bolts the free-wheel device and a gear wheel had broken
and had so jammed itself into position that the free-wheel device could not work
and I had to use a hammer to remove this ball race before the ratchet could be got
at. When I got the free-wheel device out I found that one of the ratchets had become
seized up. This had obviously been through an undue strain being put on it due to
the ball race breaking, but as the starter motor was not at hand I removed the whole
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(BCVMT L001397)

of the starter reduction gear from the gearbox and left it as a unit in the Tool Box as
I had no spare ball race with me with which I could repair it.
I told Captain Morton at the time that I was rather at a loss to understand
how this free-wheel ratchet had become seized in the way it had as it appeared well
lubricated and was a part with which we had not experienced previous trouble on
any of our other cars.
Captain Morton complained to me that he had had a certain amount of trouble
with the car on his tour and made particular reference to trouble with the fan; he stated
that having no front undershield, stones had jumped up to the pulley causing the belt
to break on several occasions. He also complained of the batteries running down and
the dynamo not charging them enough. I pointed out to him that the car had a battery
ignition and that if the batteries had been used extensively by excessive use of the
self-starter and lights, the batteries would require constant re-charging and attention.
The next day, namely, the 9th September 1923, I had completed the repairs to
the car and tested the car myself and found that the gearbox was in order. As stated
previously, I left off the starter reduction unit as the self-starter motor could not be
fitted as it was not available. My test run on this occasion extended over about five
miles up a very steep hill and I was carefully on the look-out the whole time for any
possible faults. I did not run the car at an excessive speed as I was somewhat anxious
about the condition of the front dumb iron. After I tested the car I returned to the
Lido Palace Hotel and told Captain Morton that the car was in good running order.
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During the afternoon Captain Morton tested the car himself, taking Mrs Morton and
myself with him, and on his return expressed himself satisfied and said we would
make an early start the next day.
On the following day, namely Monday 10th September 1923, I left the Lido
Palace Hotel early in the morning, Captain Morton having asked me if I would travel
with him as far as Milan in order that I might test the reliability of the car and
be available should anything go wrong. Captain Morton himself drove with Mrs
Morton beside him and I sat in the rear seat. The journey from Riva to Milan was
without incident except that about three miles after starting Captain Morton asked
me to adjust the hand brakes as they were binding and I effected the adjustment by
hand by slackening the wing nut.
The road from Riva to Milan was not good and Captain Morton drove at
a very excessive speed on several occasions. I remember one particular occasion
when an Izotta Fraschini car came up behind us and Mrs Morton urged Captain
Morton to go faster or the “Leyland” would be overtaken. We were then travelling
at approximately 50 miles per hour. When the Izotta Fraschini passed us Captain
Morton turned round to me and said “He can hold the road at that speed, why can’t the
Leyland?” This speed appeared to me to be very dangerous taking into consideration
the precarious condition of the front axle and cracked dumb iron which broke later.
At Milan we stopped at S. Meadows for the starter motor; we were, however,
informed that it was not ready but would be forwarded. Captain Morton gave
instructions that it should be forwarded direct to England.
Captain Morton then enquired and found out that there was a better train
from Turin than from Milan and suggested to me that I should continue the journey
with him.
The road from Milan to Turin was in a very bad state of repair with a number
of pot holes, loose stones and cobbled through villages, but in spite of this Captain
Morton still maintained the high speed. Eventually when nearing Turin the cracked
dumb iron broke. The car was exceeding 50 miles an hour when this breakage
occurred thus causing the car to swerve from side to side of the road narrowly
escaping a serious accident. Mrs Morton was considerably frightened and clutched
at Captain Morton when the car swerved. Captain Morton’s comment when this
accident occurred was that apparently the cracked dumb iron had been weaker than
it appeared.
I warned Captain Morton on several occasions that I considered the car was
going too fast, having particularly in mind the condition of the front end of the car.
Captain Morton is, however, in my opinion only an average driver and apparently
did not consider that 50 miles per hour was too fast, even under the circumstances
which were known to him, and in spite of my warnings.
We arrived at Turin at approximately 9 o’clock in the evening. Captain
Morton said that he knew of a repair shop and the car was left there for the night.
The next morning, Tuesday 11th September 1923, I saw the dumb iron repaired
at Turin and tested the car afterwards with the Italian mechanic before handing it over
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Parry Thomas at the wheel of the demonstration car, being the first of the new and updated
design, on 1st November 1921.
(BCVMT L001395)

again to Captain Morton. This test was approximately six miles on an exceedingly
bad road which gave it a thorough test, and in my opinion proved that the dumb iron
had been welded satisfactorily, and that the car was in good running order. To make
a satisfactory job of the welding it was necessary to take the front spring off the
dumb iron, and the job took from about 10am to 2pm. The Italian remarked to me
that he liked the car and that she appeared to be running very well.
On Wednesday 12th September 1923, I brought the car round from the Garage
after breakfast and reported that all was in order. I did not suggest that I should
continue any further with Captain Morton as I did not consider it necessary, and
Captain Morton did not suggest that I should accompany them but said “goodbye”
and I returned to England.
I arrived back in Leyland on 15th September and reported to Mr Henry Spurrier
Junior. I informed him of what had occurred and reported that Captain Morton had
been in an accident with the demonstration car. I also reported that it appeared to me
that Captain Morton was using the car in an unnecessarily severe manner, that the car
was receiving practically no attention from Captain Morton himself, that it was left
to casual garage hands to look after who obviously were not in a position to know
the Leyland “Eight” . There was little or no attention being paid to lubrication, and
I also stated in my opinion it was a pity Captain Morton did not have a Chauffeur
with him to look after the car in a proper manner, both in the interests of himself
and Leyland Motor Limited. I reported to Mr Henry Spurrier Junior that Captain
Morton had driven me from Riva to Milan and from Milan to Turin.”
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LIONESS LC1 – from Michael Plunkett
Referring to
pages 46/47 in
the last issue
of Torque, I
enclose a photo
of the Lioness,
KW 6025, being
rebuilt in a yard
at White Hart
Lane, probably
early
1960s
(Ken Blacker’s
LSC Lion and
my Southdown TD1, UF 7428, were also there plus Warwick Jenkins’ Lytham Lion).
I cannot remember the names of the two HCVC blokes in the picture. The rear dome
was said to come from a London Transport trolley bus. Soon after, vandals poured
tar into the engine and the whole project collapsed. We also thought it time to vacate
and found new accommodation. I seem to recall seeing a photo of the Lioness with
some exhibit while a float with Bradford – no doubt it will turn up one day!

LSC3 Lions – Compliance with RTA 1931 – from Bob Kell
On the 8th April 1929, a Sunderland District (SDO) bus (not a Lion, but
probably a 1924 AEC 202) overturned on service and although the 28 passengers
were injured there were no fatalities. There were two consequences – the first, upon
which the local press dwelt, was that the passengers had to break windows to get
out and were greatly concerned about the risk of fire (in a petrol-engined bus when
smoking was allowed). This implies that the bus fell on its nearside and a number
of local authorities then demanded that only buses with emergency exits be used
on services in their area. SDO made a statement that their new Lions did have
emergency exits and they would accelerate their programme for fitting emergency
exits on their other vehicles. Some 5-type AECs did have them. The press did not
dwell on the other aspect, that the bus was being driven by a ‘learner’, although
a ‘passed’ driver was present. Both were subsequently disciplined and demoted
to conductors. In future learner drivers would not drive in service and standing
passengers would be limited to 50% of the seating capacity. Local councillors had
long complained of frequent overloading of standing passengers. Before the Road
Traffic Act, some Chief Constables were concerned about the lack of secondary exits
in reports to Watch Committees.
It appears to me therefore, that front-entrance Lions were pretty compliant
with C&U Regulations in 1931. However, I was surprised not to see any apparent
second exit in the Wilts & Dorset rear-entrance Lion picture. The body drawings
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on page 37 confirm this surprising fact. There appear to be no emergency exits on
rear entrance Lions nor on the B36F front entrance variant which surprises me when
legislative changes must have been ‘in the air’! So, what happened to pre-1931
buses when they came to CoF after the 1931 Act? Did they have ‘grandfather rights’
and just carry on? (this appears to be the position with the W&D Lion). Was it left to
individual Traffic Commissioners to decide? Straws in the wind locally. Newcastle
Corporation coachbuilders fitted an emergency exit to a 1924/5 Newcastle AEC 411
and this had a ‘3-window’ rear but a full length rear seat. They cut out the three
windows as a panel and hinged the panel to swing out, should the bus overturn.
Second-hand Scottish LTs and TSs sold in the early/mid-thirties were subject
to the Northern TA inspection before licencing and each vehicle received a list
of coachbuilders'. This included shortening some vehicles, narrowing some and
attention to emergency exits etc. The NTA Inspectors were regarded as ‘hot stuff’.
Perhaps standards were higher than in Scotland or the Scots sold off the rough
vehicles requiring work.

Glasgow Leyland FE3 Pump Escape – from John Thompson
Attached are
some images of
an early Leyland
FE3 Pump Escape
supplied to Glasgow
which was converted
to a Monitor Pump
in 1948. A picture
of this appliance,
GB 1971, appeared
in Torque No.52
(Summer
2011)
Page 46, showing it
in its original condition. A contemporary report published in May 1948 described
the machines as follows:
Glasgow Monitor Wagon – Here is the most recent addition to
the mobile appliances of Glasgow Fire Brigade, a monitor wagon produced in the
brigade’s workshops. Says Firemaster Martin Chadwick, OBE: “The chassis is that
of an old Leyland 95bhp motor pump from which we have removed the Braidwood
body and have constructed a platform upon which is mounted a Sarah Dixon 2¼in
monitor. The pump is a four stage 1200gpm Rees-Roturbo and both it and the
monitor can be controlled from the platform, which is also fitted with an engine
throttle auxiliary control. All of these are at the finger tips of the monitor operator.
An incoming and outgoing pressure gauge it fitted to the back of the driver’s seat and
pressures up to 150psi have been obtained on the 2¾in nozzle. On a calm day a jet
of about 150 feet high would be obtainable. The appliance has been tested in every
aspect of its requirements, and the results have been highly satisfactory”
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Hippo in the Six-Days War – from Mickey Berger, Vienna
A chance encounter
at Malvern this year,
with our Chairman,
David
Berry,
has
produced this picture
of a Super Hippo, taken
during the Six-Days
Arab-Israeli War, in June
1967. It’s the Russian
tank that confirmed it.
Mickey sent the photo
of the Israeli Leyland
Hippo truck being driven
by one of his relations.

RAF Type Lorry in Iraq – from John Bennett
We seem to
be doing well for
pictures of military
Leylands in this
issue. John recently
came across this
photograph with
the
following
words on the back
– “North of Mosul,
Iraq, 1936”. 21918
could even be the
chassis number of
this rebuilt RAF
Type and note the
similarity of the number to the picture of 21764 in Iraq in Food for Thought in this
issue! 21918 is now rebuilt and on pneumatics and it carries the deeper radiator
frequently used in hot climes.

Dimensions of the Leyland Lion – from Geoff Lumb
Consulting the Leyland Motors produced “care and maintenance manuals”
some of which call them LSC1/LSC3 whilst the one I obtained from the area
engineer of Crosville Motor Service at Rhyl, quotes PLSC1/PLSC3/PLCs, it contains
details on a number of items regarding differences. One relates to dimensions of
the window glasses used. The Long Lion main side windows were 2¼ in wider
and 2” deeper than the ones used on the Lion. Now, since the frame height of the
Long Lion is 2in higher than the Lion, does this mean that the Long Lion vehicles
are 4” higher than the Lion? (Geoff goes on to compare the weights of chassis and
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bodies but there are errors in the manuals compared with Data Sheets which give confusing
results. Regarding height, the comparison is interesting. The 2in difference in chassis
heights is explained by the fact that bigger tyres (38 x 7 v. 36 x 6) were generally fitted on
the Long Lion due to the increased weight, which would explain a one inch increase; the
springs were probably stronger with additional leaves thereby also increasing the height.
Re the windows, one thing that Leyland Motors tried to achieve was standardisation of
body components, including pillars. If they were the same for both model lengths, the
bottom edge of the window glass must have been 2in deeper into the body (but why?) or, the
pillars must have been 2in longer, therefore higher. Can any reader please measure the
height from the bottom of the body side to the under side of the cant rail on Leyland bodied
Lions for comparison? LVVS LSC1, Ribble LSC1 at Manchester, Blythe & Berwick LSC3s
at Keighley and Aire Valley, ex-Hants & Dorset LSC3 at Lathalmond would all be good
examples. – Ed.)

Leyland-Thomas No.2 – from Ron Thomas
The Registration No. RT16 card for the
rebodied “Leyland-Thomas No.2”, Leyland Eight,
FN 8266, is interesting (there is no information
on the reverse side), for it went from Kent CC to
London CC on 25/4/35, but had been returned to
Kent CC to be voided 31/5/35. As Kent CC was the
original authority it was that body that had to void
a registration, which usually begs the question was
it re-registered or exported? As the two dates are
so close it seems unlikely that it was scrapped or
broken up for the cars would have been so marked,
voiding only taking place if it had not been re-taxed
for at least three years. However, each authority
had its own way of recording which may mean that
the LCC date stamp meant it had gone from them
to Kent 25/4/35 for voiding and NOT from Kent to
LCC on that date. (Thank you Ron. This is interesting as registration FN 8266 was issued
to the car in 1927, when it received the Bligh Bros fabric coupe body for Capt Howey, and it
may not have been used as a road car after c1930 as by then it had been rebodied again and
was probably used for racing only, with the body from Leyland-Thomas No.1. It changed
hands in 1932, again in 1934, and was last seen at the Brighton Speed Trials in July 1938.
– Ed.)

Melbourne Tiger TS11c – from Brian Weedon
I am from Melbourne, Australia, acting on behalf of a friend, Keith Kings
who is a transport historian and bus enthusiast. Keith is now 86 years of age and
has a keen interest in Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramway Board buses and he has
collected six buses over the years, now stored in a shed at a tramway museum north
of Melbourne. Keith is now not in a position to manage this collection so I have
offered to see if there is any potential interest from anyone to take on part or all of
his collection. My role as purely an intermediary.
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One of these is a Leyland Tiger TS11c, probably the sole remaining example
in the world of this type. It is a long shot but I wonder if there any collector from
England who might be interested in acquiring this vehicle. It would be a huge
logistical exercise but it is felt there would not be any restrictions on exporting this
bus as a heritage item.
Do you know of anyone who might be prepared to take on this project? My
contact details are: Phone +61 3 9848 7335 Email brian_weedon@westnet.com.
au The bus, no.154, one of a batch of 7 delivered to Melbourne Tramways in 1940
with Martin & King B31R bodies with a platform like a double-decker with a seat
where the stairs would be, called a “Drop Ender” in Australia. There are also two
TS8c buses available (nos.126 & 133) and an OPS1 (no.391). Thanks in advance
for your assistance. (We don’t appear to have any photos of these Melbourne buses which
would be suitable for reproduction here – can anybody help please? – Ed.)

SALES & WANTS
O.900 Engines in Buffalos - David Robinson (Member 153), Wirksworth, is
in contact with a haulage contractor in Melbourne, Australia, who has 2 Buffalos both
with original 900 engines. He is in the process of restoring one and I am trying to
help him to locate a thermostat. Do you have any idea of where one could be located,
or anyone who has a parts list? I have asked the owner to send me pictures of the
trucks, which I will pass on to you to be shown in a future issue of Leyland Torque, I
am sure there will be interest in these rare survivors.
Wellington House Tie - Paul Newsome is looking for a Wellington House Tie
to replace one he unfortunately lost. Can anyone please help him, phone 01788
817419.

COVER PICTURES
Front Cover
Not instantly recognisable as a Leyland, this 1953 Domestos Leyland Octopus
22.O/1 (chassis 532066, line no.1312) began life in August 1953 as an integral van,
built by Modern Coachcraft of Newcastle-on-Tyne, hence the registration TBB 213.
It was later converted to a flatbed but retained the original cab portion. The photo
was taken at Grantham in May 1965. (Peter Davies, BW98-5-4)

Back Cover
This Torque Converter Leyland Titan TD3c (chassis 3602) was the first of
a batch of ten for Sheffield Joint Omnibus Committee purchased in early 1934 to
replace trams on the Nether Edge route. It was no.90 in the fleet, WJ 9090, with
55 seat highbridge body built locally in Sheffield by Cravens Railway Carriage &
Wagon Co Ltd. (BCVMT L014054)
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(ISBN 978 1 84797 530 0
Crowood Press
Price £29.95)
This handsomely presented hardback book complements previous publications
from the Crowood Press in that it is expertly laid out and well presented with
highlighted texts and quality reproductions including some previously unpublished
photographs that maintain interest in this complex subject.
The author, Ron Phillips, is well known for his previous publications on
Leyland bus operators such as Halton, Ribble, Wigan, Plymouth, Burnley, etc. and
to this end A History of the Leyland Bus represents a mammoth task that perhaps Mr
Phillips should have split into 2 or 3 chronological editions paying closer attention
to detail; it is however a worthwhile read and gives a good résumé of the range of
the Leyland marque. Technical details are not a strong point with occasional errors
creeping in, but such is the complexity of the subject that these errors could be
overlooked if being read in conjunction with other larger publications that would assist
the reader through these inconsistencies.
Not wishing to denigrate Mr Phillips’
efforts, there are some fundamental errors
of note that need to be explained as they
perpetuate failings in other publications that
the Leyland Society had thought that they
had corrected conclusively. The “T” type 6
cylinder engine, as fitted to the Titans of the
late 1920s, was a G.J. Rackham design from
start to finish. It was not already built, tested
and ready to fit as stated; he was given carte
blanch to design not only the engine but the
chassis and bodies as well as bringing his
ideas from America. Another area of concern,
the RTW and RTL were designated 6RT and
7RT respectively by both London Transport
and Leyland Motors and not OPD2 as stated; the latter nomenclature relates to the
overseas version of the PD2, whereas the 6RT and 7RT were special chassis built for
LT with fluid flywheel, air-operated preselective gearbox (both supplied by AEC),
together with air-pressure brakes and many other differences. Alan Townsin’s book
on the Titans gives a good summary and the PSV Circle chassis listings show correct
details, including the 6RT and 7RT line numbers.
A daunting project for even the most ardent enthusiast but one addressed with a
good degree of authority and all in all a valuable addition to the library of any vehicle
enthusiast, particularly anyone interested in the Leyland marque. David Berry
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A SUPER BEAVER FOR THE DYSA OILFIELD

Leyland Motors built a large number of heavyweights for the Middle East
oilfields in the 1930s and 1940s. Here is a Super Beaver testing the efficiency of
its crane by lifting a trailer clearly designed for heavy loads, photographed on 30th
August 1948. It was built for operation in the Dysa Oilfield. Can any of our readers
tell us any more about the rather specialised bonneted lorries for the Middle East?
(BCVMT L036213)

Opinions and views expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the
Society, its officers or the Editor. The Editor would be pleased if members could bring to his
attention any errors. Every effort is made to give due credit for all photographs and material
used. Should there be any unintended breach of copyright, then the Editor must be informed
to enable acknowledgement to be made. Under the Data Protection Act 1984, the Society
gives notice that membership records, Leyland Vehicle Register details and Leyland Torque
dispatch information are held on a data base. The Society undertakes that this information is
not divulged to any outside agency or individual.
This issue of Leyland Torque has been produced by Mike Sutcliffe, with proof reading
by John Bennett, Gordon Brooke and Michael Crooks. It was printed by AB Print Group, Leeds.
Distribution by RnB Mailing, Leeds. Items for inclusion in the Autumn 2015 issue should
be sent to the Editor by 20th July 2015, please.
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SOCIETY SALES
Leyland Fleet Series
Books recording the operators and fleets of important Leyland customers
• Wigan Corporation
£7.95
• Southport Corporation
£7.95
• Leigh Corporation
£8.95
• Leyland Fire Engines 1930-1942
£8.95
• Buses of Burnley, Colne & Nelson
£8.95
• Plymouth City Corporation
£8.95
• The History of Halton Borough Transport £8.95
• Ribble Double Deck Coaches
£8.95
• Edinburgh Corporation & Lothian
£9.95
• The Leyland Lion (Origins to 1929)
£14.95
Prices including P&P

Leyland Torque and Journal
All back numbers of Torque and Journal are
available
• £6.00 for Torque
• £8.00 for Journal
(With special deals for larger quantities)
Binders are also available which hold 8 issues
• £8.00 for Torque
• £9.00 for Journal
Prices inc P&P

Society Clothing
Placket Sweatshirt
Available in Navy Blue, and Burgundy
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL
£25.84 inc P&P
Polo Shirts, Body Warmers and High Visibility
Waistcoasts are also available, more details
can be obtained at www.leylandsociety.co.uk

Baseball Cap £11.99
inc P&P

Rally Mementos
Available for most Leyland Gatherings see
website or brochure for other Badges available.
The Badges shown here are from the 2011,
2012, 2013 and 2014 Rallies.
Price £7.00 each including P&P

See our website for special offers - www.leylandsociety.co.uk
Please send your order to the address below
All prices include P&P for UK orders only
Payments should be made to “The Leyland Society”
The Leyland Society, 40 Bodiam Drive, Toothill, Swindon, Wilts SN5 8BE
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